What is SkimStone

SkimStone is a unique finishing system that provides a time-proven beautiful and enduring textured look of Venetian plaster and stones without all the hazardous toxic chemicals and messy clean up. Easier to use than acid stains and more stable than concrete dye stains or paints.

The SkimStone Concrete Finishing System Goes Beyond GREEN

The unique alternative to traditional concrete GREEN

Order a training DVD or find a hands-on demonstration in your area at www.skimstone.com/training.php
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to color your world GREEN

Concrete Finishing System

- Low VOC
- Versatile
- Dependable Color
- Extremely Durable
- Economical
- Easy to Use
Beauty and Versatility

Creating an artful surface on concrete floors and countertops is easy and economical with SkimStone decorative concrete finish system. Choose from 90 standard color and shade options or create custom colors by layering colors and tints.

- Non-toxic, water-base, low VOC
- More versatile than carpet, tile or laminates
- Easy refinishing with waterborne protective sealer
- Residential/Commercial/Indoor/Outdoor Use
- Turns boring concrete into a functional work of art

Breathe Easy with SkimStone

Easy-to-use, durable SkimStone has a low VOC emission and is easy on the environment. SkimStone is a waterborne product, meeting Built Green, Build-It-Green and LEED specifications. Unlike paints or stains, SkimStone is non-toxic and cleans up with water. No acids or chemicals to deal with. The product requires no rinsing, thinning or neutralization so there’s no run-off, making it ideal for multi-storied renovations. With its minimal surface build, SkimStone virtually eliminates tear-outs reducing landfill waste and costly disposal fees.

Go Green and Beyond with Unlimited Colors and Effects

Color and pattern options with SkimStone are limitless. Mimic the look of marble, venetian plaster, tile, or other natural stones at a fraction of the cost. Create stunning patterns and effects using stencils and faux treatments.

SkimStone’s Versatility Allows You to Go Vertical

SkimStone works beautifully on vertical surfaces such as walls, fireplace surrounds, back-splashes, etc for a rustic Venetian plaster-like finish.

To see examples or find local dealers visit us at www.skimstone.com

These products meet the following LEED requirements:

- 1 LEED Point for LEED NC 2.2 and V3
- ½ LEED Point for water resistant flooring
- ½ LEED Point if your project is 45% uncarpeted surfaces or 1 LEED Point if 90% uncarpeted surfaces